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Fast Learning-Based Single Image Super-Resolution
Neeraj Kumar and Amit Sethi

Abstract—We present a learning-based single image super-
resolution (SISR) method to obtain a high resolution (HR) image
from a single given low resolution (LR) image. Our method not
only tests (runs) and trains faster, it also requires a smaller
number of training samples while achieving competitive recon-
struction accuracy compared to other learning-based methods.
We met these objectives by posing the HR reconstruction problem
as an estimation of a function to predict the pixels of an HR patch
using its corresponding LR pixels and their spatial neighborhood.
We studied the impact of varying the input LR and output HR
patch sizes and gained the following insights: Reconstruction
accuracy for a given output HR patch size improves when
input LR patch size is increased, but the improvement saturates
after including a few extra layers of LR pixels. Moreover, HR
reconstruction accuracy is the highest when the output HR
patch is restricted to only that which corresponds to one LR
pixel. We used zero component analysis as a pre-processing step
to enhance the estimation optimization energy on perceptually
salient features such as edges. We also tapped into the ability of
polynomial neural networks to hierarchically learn refinements
of a nonlinear function to model the mapping from LR to
HR patches. Accurate HR reconstruction with small input and
output patch sizes not only makes learning more efficient, it
also indicates that SISR is a highly local problem. In contrast,
a recently-proposed and related technique using convolutional
neural networks needs much larger training set and longer
training time because of larger input-output patch sizes and a
computationally expensive learning algorithm.

Index Terms—Super-resolution, Function Approximations,
Polynomial Neural Networks, Group Method of Data Handling,
etc.

I. INTRODUCTION

Super-resolution (SR) techniques estimate a high resolution
(HR) image from one or more low resolution (LR) images, and
has applications in surveillance, forensics, medical imaging,
satellite imaging, and consumer photography. In multimedia
systems, for example, transmission bandwidth for videos may
be reduced by sending an LR video, if the display equipment
can produce a super-resolved HR video. Although SR may
not be a replacement for a higher native resolution based
on upgraded hardware, it can be a much cheaper alternative
for small zoom factors as evident from pervasive availability
of “digital zoom” in consumer cameras and software. SR
frameworks can also be adapted for other image enhancement
tasks such as denoising and deblurring.

SR is an under-determined problem, especially when only
one LR image is available for a scene – a problem known
as single image super-resolution (SISR)1. For an SISR zoom
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1In multi-image SR, several images of the same scene are available, such
as frames of a video.

factor of s in each dimension, there are s2 unknown HR
pixels for each known LR pixel. Natural image statistics and
an understanding of human visual perception, such as the
importance of accurate edge reconstruction, have been used to
formulate image priors that can constrain the solution space of
the desired HR image pixels. Interpolation-based [1], [2] (and
references therein) and reconstruction-based SISR techniques
[3]–[5] struggle with accurate reconstruction of non-smooth
regions such as edges and texture, and produce blurring,
ringing (ghost edges), or water-color like artifacts. Learning-
based techniques have decisively supplanted these techniques
in terms of reconstruction accuracy and perceptual quality.

The principal way in which state-of-the-art learning-based
SISR techniques achieve higher reconstruction accuracy and
perceptual quality of HR images is by utilizing self-similarity
and patch recurrence properties of natural images. Self-
similarity is the appearance of the same local structures at
different scales due to variability of object distances from the
image plane. Patch recurrence is the appearance of the same
local structures at different locations in the same image due
to relative homogeneity of patches of the same object and
similarity between many objects [6]. This allows learning of a
mapping from downscaled patches to original patches with the
hope that it will generalize to unseen patches that need to be
upscaled. Techniques that utilize the correspondence between a
set of pairs of LR and HR patches are also known as example-
based super-resolution. When the example LR-HR patch pairs
are sampled from an image (and its downscaled version) whose
upscaled version is sought, the technique is called internal
example-based SISR. [6]–[8]. On the other hand, when the
example pairs are sampled from a separate set of images (and
their downscaled versions) than the image whose upscaled
version is sought, then it is termed external example-based
SISR [9]–[13]. We propose an SISR method that trains well
using external examples, but can also be adapted to train with
internal examples without compromising much on accuracy
due to its small training sample size requirement. This makes
the proposed technique suitable for a wide range of image
domains, including those with a small number of training
images.

The proposed method is conceptually close to a recently
published method that uses a convolutional neural network
(CNN) to map interpolated LR patches to desired HR patches
(henceforth, SRCNN) [12], [13]. Our main contribution is to
pose and address the following question: how to learn an
effective LR to HR mapping efficiently in terms of training
effort and sample size. We translated this to finding the
minimum output size for efficiency, and the maximum input
size beyond which incremental SR reconstruction accuracy
becomes negligible. Unlike SRCNN, our algorithm is based
on the assumption that SR is a highly local task. This led to
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a significant reduction in the number of training samples and
time required without compromising accuracy. Additionally,
unlike starting with an interpolated LR patch as input, our
technique maps zero component analysis (ZCA) transform
[14] of LR patches to that of HR patches. Use of ZCA
for SR, which we propose for the first time, enhances the
optimization energy on perceptually important details such as
edges and texture. Additionally, we use polynomial neural
networks (PNNs) to learn this mapping as a hierarchically
complex and nonlinear function using a training algorithm that
is efficient in time and number of training samples [15]. We
refer to the proposed algorithm as SRPNN. Although CNNs
also learn a hierarchically complex nonlinear mapping, they
require a larger number of training samples, longer training
times and larger input patch sizes for meaningful convolutions.

We review other learning-based SISR techniques in Sec-
tion II, present the theory and proposed algorithm in Sec-
tion III, describe the experiments and their results in Sec-
tion IV, and conclude in Section V. Before proceeding, we
mention the notations used in this paper.

A. Notation

We denote matrices by boldface capital letters such as Y
while reserving the letter P exclusively for denoting a vector
of polynomial functions. We denote vectors (except P) by
boldface small letters such as y and scalars by italic letters
such as y or M while reserving the letters f , g and P exclu-
sively for denoting functions. We denote the downsampling
factor between LR and HR subspaces by s, vectorized HR
patches by x and corresponding vectorized LR patches by y.
Further, f : x 7→ y represents the LR generation process and
g : y 7→ x represents the inverse mapping from LR space to
the desired HR space (SR).

II. RELATED WORK

Example-based SISR methods, including the one proposed
in this paper, seek to learn the inverse LR to HR mapping,
g : y 7→ x, by using internal or external examples of LR-
HR patch pairs in a supervised learning phase. Unlike those
based on external examples, internal example-based techniques
need to be re-trained on every test image, but can easily
adapt to new image domains. A more important criterion for
classification of example-based SR is their HR reconstruction
methodology, which can be broadly categorized into patch-
replacement, linear combination, and nonlinear estimation.

A. Patch-replacement approaches

Early example-based SISR methods used LR-HR patch
pairs stored in a database in a Markov random field (MRF)
to get spatially consistent LR-HR patch pairs for a given LR
image [9]. Local linear embedding-based manifold learning
has also been used to map the local geometry from the
LR subspace to the HR subspace [11]. Extracting LR-HR
patch pairs from multiscale representations of the same image
rather than a database generated from several images, and
then reconstructing from the nearest matches found has also

been proposed [6], [7]. Such approaches use computation and
memory intensive tasks – construction of a database of LR-HR
patch pairs for training and searching the nearest neighbors for
testing. Yet, using patches from a database leads to structural
and intensity inconsistencies between neighboring patches.

B. Linear combinations of basic image primitives

Another approach to SISR is to use sets of linear basis for
both LR and HR patches, and estimate the desired HR patch
as a linear combination of HR primitives chosen in accordance
with the combination of LR primitives that approximate the
LR patch. One way to maintain LR and HR primitives is
in terms of wavelets by exploiting their inter-scale [16], [17]
and intra-scale [18] properties. However, the most well-cited
techniques among these learn the LR and HR bases, often
as dictionaries of patches by enforcing a common sparsity
prior for the LR and HR subspaces [10], [19]–[23]. While the
LR and HR patches have different bases, a correspondence
in their basis vectors and patch representation is assumed. A
less restricted strategy is to introduce a nonlinear intermediate
mapping between LR to HR bases, where the bases themselves
are combined linearly to generate LR or HR patches [24] [25].
A nonlinear function such as support vector regression can also
be learned on top of a sparse representation [26]. The major
limitation of using a linear combination of basis patches is
that it leads to blurring while reconstructing textures or edge
angles that weren’t present while learning the basis patches.

C. Nonlinear mapping between LR and HR patches

Directly learning a nonlinear mapping from an LR patch
to an HR patch, for example using CNNs, has yielded state-
of-the-art results [8], [12], [13], [27]. Since SRCNN has
reported the best reconstruction accuracy yet for natural im-
ages, we describe it in more detail here. SRCNN uses three
trainable layers of convolutional filters to learn a mapping
from interpolated LR image patches of size 32 × 32 to their
corresponding central 20×20 HR patches. Each convolutional
layer is followed by a point-wise nonlinear function. The first
convolutional layer extracts low-level features such as edges
of different orientations from the input image patches. The
second layer maps these primitives detected in the LR sub-
space to HR sub-space. The final layer acts as an averaging
filter that combines overlapping output patches of the previous
layer to generate the desired HR patch. Weights of the three
layers are trained using gradient descent.

Our algorithm differs from SRCNN in some important
aspects. First, we bypass the LR interpolation to avoid spend-
ing learning effort required to undo its artifacts such as
ringing, blocking, checkerboard, etc. Second, we proceeded
in a principled manner to reduce input and output dimensions
of our nonlinear mapping to facilitate faster learning. This is
based on our understanding that although LR to HR functional
mapping is highly nonlinear, it is also highly local in the sense
that it does not require context from LR pixels that are not
in the immediate neighborhood of the parent of the HR pixel
being estimated. Structures like CNN, which were originally
formulated to perform spatially global tasks such as object
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recognition, are overkill for SISR due to their large input sizes
and consequent training requirements. Third, we concentrate
the learning effort on reconstruction of perceptually important
details (e.g. edges instead of flat regions) by introducing the
use of ZCA transform. And fourth, we make use of an efficient
learning algorithm and modeling capabilities of PNN [15] to
learn the desired LR to HR mapping. Next, we present our
algorithm in detail.

III. THEORY AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Our goals were to accurately estimate HR patches in a
machine learning setup using LR pixels directly with re-
duced training overhead. To achieve these competing goals,
we needed a computationally efficient and effective learning
machine, and an understanding of the impact of the footprint
of input LR patch and output (estimated) HR patch on SISR
performance and the training overhead. To this end, the insight
that SISR is a highly local problem led to the following ideas,
which we confirmed empirically:

a) Use a larger input LR patch than the one that maps
to the HR patch being estimated: To ensure accurate
estimation of the HR patch that gives an LR patch upon
downsampling, simply using this parent LR patch is not
enough of an input because many combinations of pixel
values of the HR patch can be downsampled to give the
same parent LR patch. This is illustrated in Figure 1 for
a single LR pixel (1 × 1 parent LR patch). The spatial
neighborhood of an LR patch can help disambiguate the
HR patch corresponding to a single LR pixel, assuming
that LR and HR patches come from sparse subspaces.
That is, if the size of the HR patch being estimated is
ms ×ms, where s is the SR zoom factor, then use an
n× n LR patch, such that n > m (for odd n and m).

b) Use the smallest input size where SR performance
saturates: We expected the SR performance to saturate
with increasing n for a given m due to the highly local
nature of SISR problem. Limiting LR input to this point
of saturation will lead to more efficient learning.

c) Use the smallest possible output size that gives good
SR performance: Since the dimension of the input
required for accurate estimation of the output depends
on the output dimension, the learning efficiency (time
and sample requirement) can be increased by keeping
the output dimension to a minimum. For example, in
our experiments for 2×2 SR (s = 2), when the order of
LR Markovian neighborhood, n−m, was held constant,
the best performance was achieved for m = 1, that is for
an HR output of size 2×2. The added advantage of using
m = 1 is that the generated HR pixels will not overlap
even if we shift the input window on the LR image
by a single pixel. This eliminates the need of having
an additional mechanism to combine the overlapping
output.

Interestingly, the first point can also be explicitly motivated
by considering diffusion-based scale-space theory of multi-
scale image formation. In scale-space theory, coarser scale
images are blurred versions of the finer scale images, but

(a) An edge at +45 degrees. (b) An edge at -45 degrees.

Fig. 1: The HR patches in right sides of (a) and (b) have different
edge orientations such that their central 2 × 2 pixels in red boxes
downsample to give same central LR pixel in red boxes in left sides of
(a) and (b). However, considering larger LR windows of size 3×3 or
larger may help disambiguate between the two underlying HR patches
provided that the images have such sparsely populated edges.

have the same size. That is, there is no downsampling after
blurring, but the implications extend to SISR nonetheless,
because approximations of such blurred images of the same
size as the desired HR image can be obtained by using
simple interpolation methods on the given LR image. Such
blurred HR (or interpolated LR) images are thought of as
part of a family of images, I(u, v, t), obtained by convolving
some original (maximally sharp) image I0(u, v) with a finite
support point spread function (PSF), B(u, v, t), as shown in
equation (1). Larger values of t correspond to wider PSFs and
coarser scales. The impulse response between two successive
scales is kept constant in constructing such a scale-space of
images [28], which is important to utilize self-similarity.

I(u, v, t) = I0(u, v) ∗B(u, v, t) (1)

The scale space of images described by equation (1) is a
solution of the following general diffusion equation [29].

It = divergence(c(|∇It−1|)∇It−1) (2)

If the sign of the diffusion coefficient c is negative, then
equation (2) describes inverse diffusion, whose solution is
an edge-sharpening filter used for image restoration and de-
blurring [29]–[31]. Estimating the divergence in equation (2)
also requires a spatial context around the point of estimation.
However, it does not require an infinite spatial context beyond
the sphere of influence of the PSF, which supports point a) and
b). Instead of analytically estimating the desired sharpening
filter by solving the inverse diffusion equation, a solution
can be learned using pairs of the original HR patches and
their corresponding interpolated LR patches in a machine
learning framework as done in SRCNN [12], [13]. However,
we conjecture that this leads to spending the learning effort in
undoing artifacts introduced by the intermediate interpolation.
Therefore, we propose to learn a direct mapping between
examples of LR-HR patch pairs.

A. Objective function for learning LR to HR mapping

Using training LR-HR patch pairs, we formulate learning
the inverse mapping g : y 7→ x as a nonlinear regression
problem where y is an n× n input LR patch (n being odd),
and x is an ms ×ms output HR patch for s × s SR of the
central LR sub-patch of size m × m (1 ≤ m ≤ n). SR
factor s is part of the problem statement, while n and m
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need to be determined for time and sample-efficient learning
without compromising reconstruction accuracy. We do this
by minimizing mean squared error (MSE) between pixels of
ground truth and estimated HR patches.

For each child HR pixel x (an element of x), this nonlinear
regression problem can be modeled using a high-order mul-
tivariate polynomial, which belongs to the class of discrete
Volterra models [32], as follows:

x ≈ P (y) =w0 + Σiwiyi + ΣiΣjwijyiyj

ΣiΣjΣkwijkyiyjyk + . . .
(3)

such that,

argmin
g
||x− g(y)||22 ≈ argmin

P
||x−P(y)||22 (4)

where wi are term coefficients (weights), y ∈ Rn2×1 is the
input vector (LR patch) and x ∈ R(ms)2×1 is a vector of
child HR pixels. We approximated the desired mapping in
equation (4) by (ms)2 polynomial mappings P(y) = [P1 :
y 7→ x1, . . . , P(ms)2 : y 7→ x(ms)2 ], learned using polynomial
neural networks (PNNs)2. That is, we used one polynomial
mapping per child HR coefficient. Nonlinear function ap-
proximation capabilities of polynomial functions have led to
the success of splines (piece-wise polynomials) in various
approximation problems [33]. Using PNN, we learn a much
more complex polynomial function than a spline.

B. Concentrating optimization energy on edges using ZCA
Given the importance of edges for visual perception, we

propose that the desired functional mapping should penalize
visually salient errors that occur along the edges. Previously,
the research community has used conventional high-pass filters
[9], Gaussian derivative filters [1], and first and second order
gradients of patches [10] [19] as representatives of trans-
formation T to amplify the error along the edges. A more
principled method that derives the structure of the transforma-
tion from the data itself is ZCA whitening, which amplifies
visually salient high-frequency components (including edges)
in patches by normalizing the variance of the data in the
direction of each eigenvector of its covariance matrix [14]. It
returns vectors of the same size as the input vectors. Algorithm
1 shows how to apply ZCA to the data matrix Y ∈ Rn2×K of
K LR patches each of size n×n, that are vectorized (flattened).

Similarly, we compute the vectorized ZCA whitened HR
patches TX(X) = ZXX̂ from the matrix of vectorized HR
patches X ∈ R(ms)2×K corresponding to children of the
central LR pixels in LR patches yk ∈ Rn2×1, ∀ k ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,K}. We learn the proposed functional mapping from
whitened patches TY(y) to TX(x) instead of from y to x in
equation 4. This estimation framework is depicted in Figure 2
using PNNs as learning machines.

2This is the only place where we use a bold-face capital letter P to denote
a vector-output function instead of a matrix.

3Instead of subtracting the mean of each pixel across all patches, we subtract
the patch mean from all pixels of that patch because unlike a general dataset
where each dimension can have a different distribution, all pixels of a patch
are drawn from the same distribution. And, the goal of mean centering of
image patches is to remove the influence of average patch brightness [34].

Algorithm 1 ZCA whitening

Input: Data matrix Y ∈ Rn2×K

Output: Transformed data matrix TY(Y) ∈ Rn2×K , rotation matrix
ZY ∈ Rn2×n2

, mean vector µ ∈ R1×K

1: For each column, yk ∈ Rn2×1 (k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}), of Y compute
it’s mean µk and the mean centered vector ŷk = yk − 1µk,
where 1 ∈ Rn2×1 is a vector of all ones3. Save the mean µk as
kth element of µ ∈ R1×K .

2: Arrange all K mean centered vectors {ŷ1, . . . , ŷK} in columns
of matrix Ŷ ∈ Rn2×K and compute the covariance matrix,
CŶ ∈ Rn2×n2

, such that, CŶ = Ŷ Ŷ T .
3: Compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of CŶ . Stack the eigen-

vectors of CŶ in columns of matrix U ∈ Rn2×n2

and let
D ∈ Rn2×n2

be the diagonal matrix of the corresponding
eigenvalues.

4: Compute and save the ZCA rotation matrix that whitens the data
by redistributing the energy of eigenvalues as follows:

ZY = UD−1/2UT (5)

5: Return transformed data matrix TY(Y) = ZYŶ, rotation matrix
ZY ∈ Rn2×n2

and mean vector µ by stacking µk’s.
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Fig. 2: Proposed learning-based SISR setup shown here for input LR
patches of size 3× 3 and SR of 2× 2 for only the central pixel.

For recreating an image, ZCA transform can be inverted by
using an inverse of the saved ZCA rotation matrix, and adding
back the saved patch means. We next present the training
algorithm for SRPNN.

C. GMDH type training for SRPNN

PNNs have been shown to be universal approximators with
better generalization properties for function estimation than
other popular methods such as splines. This is due to their
complexity and adaptability using an efficient training algo-
rithm that has built-in steps for validation and regularization
[15]. Each node in a PNN is a polynomial of a fixed and small
degree, with a fixed and small number of inputs. PNNs are
usually trained using group method of data handling (GMDH)
algorithm, which attempts to obtain a hierarchically more
complex and accurate estimation of the desired mapping g(y).
It does so by trying many simple models, retaining the best,
and building more complex models based on them in a layer-
wise manner. GMDH type training for SRPNN is described
in detail in Algorithm 2. The following properties of PNNs
trained using Algorithm 2 are noteworthy:

• The PNN architecture is learned during training. This is
unlike the pre-meditated architectures used by multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs) and CNNs.

• Validation is an integral part of the training (step 10),
unlike the explicit need for a validation procedure outside
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Algorithm 2 GMDH type training for SRPNN

Input: Data set D = {I ∈ Rn2×K ,O ∈ R(ms)2×K} representing
K instances of ZCA whitened vectorized LR-HR patch pairs of
dimensions n2 and (ms)2 respectively, threshold ε for eliminating
bad neurons, the maximum number of hidden layers allowed Lmax.
Output: (ms)2 trained PNNs (one per child HR pixel) with single
output and n2 inputs each.

1: for each child pixel xc (c ∈ {1, . . . , (ms)2}) do
2: Create PNN layer number L = 0 with number of neurons

`0 = n2 to accept columns of input matrix I, and initialize
its training error E0 =∞.

3: do
4: L← L+ 1, and initialize EL =∞
5: Randomly split the data set D into training and valida-

tion sets DT = {IT ,OT } and DV = {IV ,OV }.
6: Add layer L with `L =

(
`L−1

2

)
neurons where each

neuron is connected to two outputs ai and aj of layer
L− 1, ∀ (i, j)i<j ∈ {1, . . . , `L−1}.

7: for each neuron in layer L do
8: Assume the transfer function as a polynomial of

order two defined over its inputs ai and aj as:

p =w0 + w1ai + w2aj + w3aiaj + w4a
2
i + w5a

2
j

(6)

9: Train: Estimate its weights wi using the training set
DT by minimizing the error (using least squares),

e` =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(xct − p)2, (7)

where, xct represents (c, t)th element of OT .
10: Validate: Predict x̂cv for all validation examples v

in IV and compute the mean squared error:

MSE =
1

V

V∑
v=1

||xcv − x̂cv||2 (8)

where, xcv represents (c, v)th element of OV .
11: if MSE > ε then
12: Regularize: Prune neuron and set `L ← `L− 1
13: end if
14: if MSE < EL then
15: Update error: EL ←MSE
16: end if
17: end for
18: Use the output of layer L for all the K input vectors

in I ∈ R`L−1×K to create a new local copy of the
input matrix I ∈ R`L×K in preparation for addition
of the next layer.

19: while L < Lmax and EL < EL−1

20: Prune layer L and choose the unit having minimum
validation MSE (equation (8)) in layer L − 1 as the
final output HR pixel (approximation of xc).

21: end for

of gradient descent while training MLPs and CNNs. We
kept 20% of data set D for validation (DV ) in step 5.

• Regularization is performed using a simple structure for
nodes (small polynomial degree and number of inputs),
as well as by pruning nodes that do not contribute to
validation accuracy (step 12). After the last layer is
determined, each of the preceding layers can be further
pruned to exclude those neurons that do not contribute
into the final output (having negligibly small weights).

• Each neuron in a PNN is trained using least squares to
approximate the desired output by minimizing the error
in Equation (7), which is a fast step if the associated
matrices can fit in a computer’s RAM. Further, the
complexity in a PNN is added in steps rather than in one
go. Thus, even though one PNN optimizes for a single
child HR pixel (thus, (ms)2 PNNs are required, one for
each child HR pixel), this training scheme is much faster
than the gradient descent used in CNNs because it avoids
gradient dilution at layers closer to the input.

• Each polynomial mapping Pc is learned as a composition
of polynomials of degree 2 such that the final learned
function is a polynomial of degree 2(L − 1), where L
is the number of layers in the PNN. Such a mapping is
much more complex and better suited for approximating
multivariate nonlinear functions than the bicubic or cubic
splines that use fixed polynomials of degree 3 [15].

The (ms)2 trained PNNs, each having n×n LR pixel input
and one HR pixel output, are applied to test images as follows:

a) Patch extraction and pre-processing: Extract vector-
ized, n×n patches with n−m pixel overlap and apply
ZCA whitening using the saved LR rotation matrix, ZY.

b) HR pixel estimation: Compute ZCA whitened versions
of the desired child HR pixels using vectorized LR
patches as input to the trained PNNs.

c) HR image reconstruction: Invert ZCA whitening using
the saved HR rotation matrix, ZX and LR parent patch
mean in lieu of the unknown HR patch mean.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We tested different input (LR) and output (HR) patch
sizes for SRPNN, and then fixed them for comparison with
other techniques. We compared the reconstruction results of
various techniques both quantitatively and qualitatively. We
also compared our training and testing times with those of the
benchmark learning-based SISR techniques.

A. Training and testing protocol

Comparison with state-of-the-art SISR techniques was done
on 100 test images obtained from the Berkley image database
[35]. We trained learning-based algorithms using external
examples (n×n LR and corresponding ms×ms HR patches)
sampled from a separate set of 200 images from the Berkeley
dataset. The images were 320 × 480 in size. Average testing
times were compared over 100 test images. Following [13],
training and quantitative testing were done only on the lumi-
nance channel (Y channel in YCbCr color space), where we
took the luminance channel of the given images as ground
truth HR, and downscaled them to get LR.

Absolute metrics: We report two widely used metrics for
comparing reconstruction accuracy – peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR, measured in dB) and structural similarity index
measure (SSIM) [36]. PSNR measures the mean squared error
normalized with respect to the peak intensity, which is largely
dominated by the accuracy of reconstructing smoothly varying
regions. SSIM measures structural similarity as perceived by
the human visual system by incorporating terms that model
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perceptual phenomena such as luminance and contrast mask-
ing. SSIM ranges between 0 and 1. Higher values for both
metrics indicate better performance.

Relative metrics: One challenge with comparing PSNR and
SSIM across techniques was that their intra-technique variance
across the 100 test images was larger than their inter-technique
variance for a given image. In situations like these, it is useful
to normalize the inter-technique performance for a given image
with respect to a reference technique. For a given test image i
and an SISR technique a, the relative metric was obtained by
dividing the absolute metric pai for that image obtained using
technique a by the corresponding absolute metric obtained
using the reference technique b, that is pai /p

b
i . If the technique

a performs worse than the reference technique b, then its
relative metric is below 1. The mean and standard error of the
relative metrics for each technique across 100 test images were
computed to check consistency of ranking of the techniques.

Qualitative comparison: We also tested the perceptual
quality of the results on a smaller set of images by looking for
edge-reconstruction artifacts and other perceptible distortions.

B. Impact of LR input and HR output window sizes

Using the training and testing protocol described in Sec-
tion IV-A we varied the LR input and HR output window
sizes. Specifically, for 2× 2 SR, we used input window sizes
of 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7 to predict the HR patches
of sizes 2 × 2, 6 × 6, 10 × 10, and 14 × 14. In Table I we
show the mean test PSNR, training times, and testing times
for these experiments.

TABLE I: SR reconstruction accuracy, training and testing
time of SRPNN as functions of LR and HR window sizes
for 2 × 2 SR: Mean PSNR (training time in hh:mm, testing
time in s) on 100 test images.

Output →
Input ↓ 2× 2 6× 6 10× 10 14× 14

1× 1
18.09

(01:20,0.40) N/A N/A N/A

3× 3
27.56

(03:15,0.48)
20.87

(03:40,0.54) N/A N/A

5× 5
27.61

(04:00,0.51)
27.04

(04:13,0.68)
19.52

(04:38,0.73) N/A

7× 7
27.61

(04:35,0.63)
27.29

(0.4:50,0.72)
25.13

(05:03,0.77)
19.95

(05:20,0.84)

Note that the HR output window cannot be larger than twice
the corresponding LR input window for 2× 2 SR. Therefore,
each row in Table I is truncated at the diagonal. We shifted the
input window by m pixels for non-overlapping output to avoid
the mechanisms required for combining overlapping outputs.

Mean PSNRs on the diagonal, where the HR footprint is
same as the LR footprint on the image plane, were significantly
worse than those cases where the LR footprint was larger than
the HR patch. This supports the case for using a larger LR
context to estimate HR patches of a certain size. Additionally,
the first column had the best results for reconstruction accu-
racy, training time and testing time. Thus, the smallest possible
output for any given input seems to be the best choice, and

therefore we fixed the output size to s×s, (i.e., m = 1), where
s is the SR factor, which is 2 in this case.

Further, as expected, increasing the input size for a given
output size increased the reconstruction accuracy, but it also
saturated after two extra Markovian layers. This was especially
evident for output window size of 2×2 HR pixels. In the first
column, the performance with input windows of size 5 × 5
was indistinguishable from that of 7× 7, and even 3× 3 was
not far behind. This confirms that HR is a highly local task,
such that although a larger LR spatial context is required to
disambiguate the HR pixels, it does not need to be much larger
than the HR footprint. Similar results observed for SSIM have
been omitted here to save space.

For the rest of the experiments, the input (LR) and output
(HR) patch sizes for SRPNN were fixed to 5 × 5 (n = 5)
and s × s (m = 1) for SR factor of s, respectively. This is
in contrast with the large input (32× 32 interpolated LR) and
output (20× 20 HR) windows used for SRCNN [13].

C. Importance of ZCA

We confirmed that without using ZCA, the mean PSNR over
100 test images for 2× 2 SR with input window size of 5× 5
and output window size of 2×2 was 26.79, which was 96% of
that with ZCA. A similar phenomena was observed for SSIM.
This confirms the advantage of increasing the emphasis of
optimization on edge reconstruction by learning the mapping
between ZCA transforms of LR and HR patches.

D. Impact of number of training samples

TABLE II: SR reconstruction accuracy as a function of number
of training samples for 2×2 SR: Mean PSNR (and SSIM) on
100 test images.

Sample size →
Technique ↓ 5,000 10,000 30,000 50,000 100,000

SRPNN 27.03
(.8412)

27.61
(.8816)

27.62
(.8830)

27.62
(.8835)

27.64
(.8838)

SRCNN 21.84
(.6169)

25.87
(.7830)

27.05
(.8609)

27.40
(.8711)

27.55
(.8761)

Because SRPNN and SRCNN are closely related ap-
proaches, we compared their SISR reconstruction performance
with different number of training samples. As shown in
Table II, the performance of SRPNN did not improve much
when training samples were increased beyond 10,000, while
SRCNN performance saturated only around 100,000 samples4.
This indicates that the variability across smaller image patches
used by SRPNN can be captured using a small number of
training samples for a low-level vision task such as SISR.
Further, the training time didn’t vary much with the increase
in number of training samples for both SRPNN and SRCNN.
This is because both the matrix inversion step in SRPNN and
the fixed number of backpropagations in SRCNN (just like
[13]) take nearly constant time for training sample sizes that
can be accommodated in the computer’s memory. The training
time for SRCNN did not decrease much with a decrease in

4SRCNN gave 27.56 (0.8769) PSNR (SSIM) for 130,000 training samples.
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sample size based on the criteria of a fixed validation error
threshold, because decreasing the number of samples increases
local variability in cost function with respect to the CNN’s
parameters.

E. Comparison of neural network architectures

We compared PNN with other commonly used neural
network architectures viz. CNN and multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) with a single hidden layer with tanh nonlinearity to
ascertain its advantages in modeling LR to HR patch mapping.
Since SRPNN and SRCNN use different input-output patch
sizes and pre-processing, in Table III we report comparisons in
which the training and testing data were the same and used the
same pre-processing, such that the only variable was the type
of neural network. For example, the mean PSNR and SSIM
shown in the first row were obtained on 100 test images using
PNN and MLP to learn a mapping from ZCA whitened input
LR patches (not interpolated) of size 5× 5 to ZCA whitened
HR patches of size 2×2 using 10, 000 training pairs. Since the
convolutions of a CNN are not meaningful for such a small
input patch size, it was omitted from this experiment. The
edge that PNN has over MLP is clearly evident. An optimal
number of hidden neurons for the MLP were determined to
be 32 using validation on a subset of held-out training data.

TABLE III: SR performance as a function of the type of neural
network for 2 × 2 SR: Mean PSNR (and SSIM) on 100 test
images.

Learning machine →
Data (# of training samples)↓ CNN MLP PNN

5× 5 ZCA whitened LR input
2× 2 output (10,000) N/A 27.19

(.8683)
27.61
(.8816)

10× 10 interpolated LR input
2× 2 output (10,000)

25.86
(.7964)

26.73
(.8398)

27.33
(.8641)

10× 10 interpolated LR input
2× 2 output (100,000)

27.35
(.8640)

26.74
(.8403)

27.36
(.8647)

We also experimented with interpolated LR as input, which
increased the size of the input to 10 × 10 and allowed us to
implement a CNN-based learning scheme quite like SRCNN.
The optimal number of filters and their sizes were determined
using validation, and were slightly different from SRCNN
due to change in input and output sizes to enable a direct
comparison with PNN. Following SRCNN implementation
[13], the CNN contained three convolutional layers. The first
layer had 64 filters of size 1 × 5 × 5, then second layer had
32 filters of size 64 × 3 × 3, and the final layer had a single
filter of size 32×3×3 to produce an output of size 2×2. The
first two layers had rectified linear unit (ReLU) nonlinearity,
and the final layer was linear just like in SRCNN [13].

The last two rows of Table III indicate that even with
reduced patch size, the CNN requires a lot more training
samples to give performance comparable to the PNN, while
MLP performance cannot match with either CNN or PNN even
with a large number of training samples. On comparing the
first two rows of Table III, which essentially use the same data
with different pre-processing, it is clear that taking ZCA of the
input patch is a better pre-processing method than interpolating
the patch. Training the PNN on interpolated patches instead

of ZCA whitened patches also took longer time (roughly 4.5
hours instead of 4 hours on the computer without a GPU).
In comparison, the CNNs for the results reported in Tables II
and III were trained on a machine with a GPU. Decreasing
the input-output patch sizes reduced the training time of the
CNN in Table III to 38 hours instead of the 96 hours taken
by the CNN used for results shown in other tables. This
decrease was less than expected primarily because we had
to reduce the learning rate of CNN for smaller patch sizes to
optimize its reconstruction validation error. See Section IV-I
for the conversion factor between time taken on machines
with and without GPU. This difference in training time while
training PNN and CNN on the same sized and number of
patches indicates inherent faster learning due to the GMDH
algorithm for PNN compared to the gradient descent for CNN.
Moreover, upon comparing Tables II and III, it is clear that
the reconstruction accuracy of CNN reduces when the input
and output patch sizes are decreased.

F. Benchmark techniques for comparison

We selected other contemporary, high-performing, learning-
based techniques from various sub-categories mentioned in
Section II for comparison in addition to SRCNN [12], [13].
Yang et al.’s sparse-coding based technique (SC) [10] and
Zeyde et al.’s improvement over SC, mostly in speed, based on
bootstrapping and optimized K-SVD implementation (K-SVD)
[19] represent state-of-the-art in use of learned and coupled
LR-HR dictionaries that exploit the inherent sparsity of natural
images. These techniques are based on linear combinations
of HR primitives, which we think limits their reconstruction
performance. The best performing techniques are based on
nonlinear regression between LR and HR patches using, for
example, sparse kernelized regression (KK) [37] or CNN
(SRCNN) [13]. We also compared against spline interpolation,
which is a legacy technique. We used publicly available codes
or the parameters and settings provided by the authors of these
benchmark techniques.

G. Quantitative comparison of reconstruction accuracy

Table IV shows the quantitative comparison of SRPNN with
the selected techniques on a test dataset of 100 images for
2 × 2 and 4 × 4 SISR. A clear ranking of the techniques
emerged when we compared mean PSNR and SSIM for the
two zoom factors. The proposed SRPNN was consistently the
top performer, followed in order by SRCNN [13], KK [37],
K-SVD [19], SC [10] and spline interpolation. As expected,
nonlinear learning based methods performed better than the
linear ones. Further, learning based SISR methods convinc-
ingly outperformed the legacy spline interpolation by a wide
margin.

Since the standard error of the mean absolute metrics was
high due to inter-image (intra-technique) variance, more clarity
into the consistency of ranking emerged when we computed
statistics of the relative metrics for each technique with respect
to SRPNN, as explained in Section IV-A. The relative metrics
confirmed the ranking obtained using absolute metrics. Fur-
ther, the standard error of the mean relative performance was
quite low, suggesting that the ranking was consistent.
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TABLE IV: Average PSNR, SSIM, relative PSNR and relative SSIM (and their standard errors) on 100 test images. Relative
PSNR and SSIM were computed using SRPPN as the reference technique (please see Section IV-A for details).

Metric SR Factor Spline SC K-SVD KK SRCNN SRPNN

PSNR 2× 2 24.70 (.348) 27.03 (.336) 27.27 (.334) 27.38 (.334) 27.55 (.339) 27.61 (.336)
4× 4 21.32 (.286) 22.85 (.313) 23.13 (.316) 23.28 (.316) 23.50 (.320) 23.59 (.320)

SSIM 2× 2 .8002 (.00815) .8643 (.00658) .8731 (.00630) .8735 (.00654) .8761 (.00633) .8816 (.00637)
4× 4 .5965 (.01471) .6886 (.01293) .6952 (.01294) .6971 (.01287) .7003 (.01296) .7063 (.01293)

Relative PSNR 2× 2 .8962 (.00781) .9789 (.00121) .9877 (.00086) .9918 (.00086) .9976 (.00087) 1(0)
4× 4 .9054 (.00530) .9687 (.00161) .9806 (.00159) .9871 (.00161) .9965 (.00145) 1(0)

Relative SSIM 2× 2 .9061 (.00367) .9801 (.00135) .9904 (.00077) .9907 (.00142) .9938 (.00068) 1(0)
4× 4 .8353 (.00622) .9742 (.00117) .9837 (.00083) .9868 (.00120) .9912 (.00087) 1(0)

K-SVDSCSplineFull Image Ground TruthSRPNNSRCNNKK

PSNR/SSIM 26.75/0.966923.54/0.9220 26.91/0.9678 27.01/0.969126.08/0.960025.99/0.9586

PSNR/SSIM 28.47/0.950124.89/0.8913 29.63/0.9516 30.24/0.957229.32/0.951429.34/0.9510

PSNR/SSIM 31.80/0.982127.40/0.9563 31.86/0.9828 31.98/0.983131.36/0.979931.18/0.9749

Fig. 3: Examples of experimental results for 2× 2 SR.

H. Qualitative comparison of color images
For qualitative comparison, we checked the perception of

edge artifacts on zoomed portions that have high contrast
edges or textures in a representative set of natural color
images. Since humans are more sensitive to intensity changes,
the RGB images were first transformed to YCbCr space
and then only the Y-channel (intensity) was super-resolved
using the algorithms compared. The chromatic channels (Cb,
Cr) containing low-frequency information, were upsampled
using bicubic interpolation. Finally, the three channels were
combined and transformed back to RGB color space to get
the desired HR image. These results are shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4 for 2× 2 and 4× 4 SR, respectively 5.

As is evident from Figures 3 and 4, edges were signif-
icantly blurred by spline interpolation, while learning-based
approaches produced perceptually more pleasing edges with
less artifacts. In comparison to SC and K-SVD, SRPNN
yielded sharper edges with less blurring and blocking artifacts
as evident, for instance, from the patterns on the butterfly in
Figure 3 and edge along the brim of Lena’s hat in Figure 4.
Although the results of KK were better than those of SC and
K-SVD, the images were notably over-sharpened and tended
towards unnatural (away from ground truth). These problems

5Better viewed on a computer monitor.

were overcome by the direct nonlinear mappings in SRCNN
and SRPNN as their resultant images were perceptually closer
to the ground truth. SRCNN gave a very close performance
to SRPNN, but there were slight differences where SRCNN
produced more blurring or ghost edges, for instance, around
the eye and snout of the lizard.

We also compared the reconstruction performance of
SRPNN with other top performers – K-SVD, KK and SRCNN
– on real images (true HR was unknown) for 4 × 4 SR, as
shown in Figure 5. Edges reconstructed by SRPNN algorithm
were sharper, and had less artifacts compared to K-SVD and
KK as evident for instance, from the edge around the eye of
Mandrill in Figure 5. SRCNN and SRPNN gave close results
and, depending on the image, the perceptual quality of one
was slightly better than the other. For example, the skin folds
around the baboon’s eye seem to be better reconstructed by
SRPNN, while SRCNN seems to have performed better on
the tiger’s nose. There might be an occasional advantage of
capturing gross structures by a larger window using a CNN
over modeling fine local structures by a smaller window using
a PNN.
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K-SVDSplineFull Image SC Ground TruthSRPNNSRCNNKK

PSNR/SSIM 29.48/0.877226.74/0.8343 30.11/0.8903 30.19/0.897029.15/0.870928.82/0.8633

PSNR/SSIM 25.39/0.940323.95/0.9351 25.64/0.9451 25.73/0.946824.87/0.941824.82/0.9406

PSNR/SSIM 29.50/0.969824.52/0.9397 29.80/0.9674 29.92/0.968129.17/0.962528.81/0.9608

Fig. 4: Examples of experimental results for 4× 4 SR.

K-SVD SRCNN SRPNNInput KK K-SVD SRCNN SRPNNInput KK

Fig. 5: Examples of experimental results for 4× 4 SR on real images with unknown HR ground truth.

I. Training efficiency of learning-based techniques

To compare training times across techniques, we trained SC,
K-SVD, KK and SRPNN in a MATLAB 2014b environment
on a 2.5 GHz i5 computer with 8 GB memory (hereafter,
“the CPU machine”). SRCNN was trained on a computer
with 16GB RAM, hexa-core Intel Xeon®CPU, with NVIDIA
Tesla®C2075 GPU (hereafter “the GPU machine”) because
deep learning systems take long training times without GPUs.
As shown in Table V, following the recommendations of
their authors, all methods take at least an order of magnitude
more training samples than SRPNN. As seen in Table V and
Figure 6a, SRPNN was the most accurate and second fastest
method to train. Although K-SVD was the fastest to train, its
reconstruction accuracy and testing speed were significantly
lower than that of SRPNN. SRCNN was almost as accurate
as SRPNN, but the slowest to train even though it was the only
technique to use the GPU, more RAM, and more CPU cores. If
the GPU machine was not used, SRCNN took approximately
five times longer to train on the CPU machine. The comparison
between training of SRPNN and SRCNN are presented in
more detail in Section V.

J. SR testing efficiency of pre-trained models

We also compared the average testing times for these
techniques over 100 images, each containing 320×480 pixels.
All techniques including SRCNN were tested on the CPU
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison of learning-based SISR methods.
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TABLE V: Training and testing times for 2× 2 SR

Metric SC K-SVD KK SRCNN SRPNN
Training samples
(’000)

100 130 200 100 10

Training time
(hh:mm)

08:30 00:15 24:00 96:00a 04:00

Testing time (s) 81.39 2.47 12.13 0.62 0.51
Mean PSNR (dB) 27.03 27.27 27.38 27.55 27.61

aSRCNN was trained on the GPU machine. On the CPU machine, SRCNN
takes roughly 96× 5 = 480 hours to train.

machine. For a model pre-trained on external examples, the
implication of this metric is whether the method can be used
for real-time zooming applications. SRPNN turned out to be
the fastest, closely followed by SRCNN, as shown in Table V
and Figure 6b. This is because feed-forward paths of neural
networks used in SRCNN and proposed SRPNN for testing
are very fast. This is unlike SC, K-SVD, and KK, which solve
complex optimization problems during testing to compute HR
patches. SC was the slowest because of the poor optimization
strategy used for calculating a joint sparse representation
of LR-HR patch pairs. K-SVD used a novel approach for
performing such joint-sparse decomposition, which was faster
than SC. KK was computationally expensive in comparison
to K-SVD due to time spent in computing the optimal ker-
nel ridge regression coefficients during testing. Additionally,
smaller input and output patch sizes makes SRPNN faster than
SRCNN during testing.

K. SRPNN training using internal examples

Next, we examined whether SRPNN can be trained on
internal examples to represent a scenario where HR images
from a particular domain are rare, and a large training dataset
of external examples is not available. We took 100 testing
images and trained SRPNN separately for each image on its
downscaled (LR) and twice downscaled (LLR) versions, while
testing it to reconstruct the original image. We compared this
with the SRPNN trained on a separate training set of 200
images. In both cases, we used 10,000 patch pairs for training,
where the patch pairs were sampled from the image pyramid of
a single image (internal examples) in the first case, and from
image pyramids of 200 training images (external examples)
in the second case. As shown in Table VI, the performance
degraded only slightly when internal examples were used.

TABLE VI: Training SRPNN on internal vs. external examples

Input SR Metric Internal examples External examples
3× 3 2× 2 PSNR 27.51 27.56

SSIM 0.8766 0.8770
4× 4 PSNR 23.47 23.52

SSIM 0.7008 0.7011
5×5 2× 2 PSNR 27.56 27.61

SSIM 0.8782 0.8816
4× 4 PSNR 23.52 23.59

SSIM 0.7019 0.7063

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this work we proposed a learning-based SISR method that
is faster in terms of training and testing times, with a smaller
training sample requirement than competitive methods without
compromising on reconstruction accuracy. These goals were
achieved by careful selection of input and output patch sizes,
use of ZCA to enhance reconstruction of details, and use of
PNNs as learning machines.

Our study of input and output patch sizes supports the
following conclusions. First, a larger output HR window size,
even with corresponding increases in the input window size, is
not beneficial for either accurate SR reconstruction or training
speeds (Table I). Second, to estimate an HR patch, the input
LR patch should cover a larger spatial context, which is the
Markovian neighborhood of the parent LR patch. This concept
has been implicitly used by others, but we have methodically
justified and experimentally confirmed it (Table I). Third, it
was surprising that although a larger LR neighborhood was
beneficial, the SR performance saturated at only the second
order Markovian neighborhood (n = 5, for m = 1), as shown
in Table I. Along with the first conclusion, this allows limiting
input and output dimensions, whose mapping can be learned
more effectively and efficiently, even using internal examples.

Although both SRCNN and SRPNN are hierarchical models
with comparable accuracy, SRPNN trains much faster due
to the following reasons. Since SRPNN is based on the
assumption that SR is a highly local task [38], it’s input and
output patches are much smaller than those of SRCNN. CNNs
were originally formulated to recognize objects in images or
large patches. Therefore, a CNN requires a large number of
parameters and training samples to model increased degrees
of freedom. Additionally, its training algorithm, which is
basically gradient descent, is not as efficient as GMDH used
to train a PNN. Gradient descent is an iterative procedure
whose solution quality and number of iterations are sensitive
to random initialization of its weights and biases. Further, it
updates all the network parameters simultaneously in each
iteration. Weights of the layers away from the output suffer
from gradient dilution, and can get stuck in long furrows
of the objective function for many iterations. On the other
hand, a PNN optimizes its nodes one at a time by solving
a deterministic least square problem. Least squares can be
solved fast using moderate RAM for matrices arising from
smaller number of patches that are also of smaller size when
used to train SRPNN as compared to SRCNN. We also
avoid the effort required to undo artifacts introduced by the
intermediate interpolation by learning a direct LR to HR
functional mapping.

Additionally, increasing the emphasis of optimization on ac-
curate reconstruction of perceptually important details such as
edges counters the predominance of smooth regions in natural
images. ZCA is an important tool for doing so, which also
obviates the need for post-processing methods such as image
sharpening used in some SR techniques. Learning a direct
nonlinear functional mapping from parent LR pixels to HR
pixels (or ZCA transforms thereof) instead of learning other
representations such as sparse decomposition for mapping
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between the representations seems to produce better results,
as demonstrated by both SRPNN and SRCNN [12], [13].

Our algorithm has certain limitations that may be overcome
in future work. When the SR factor is an integer s, we need
to train s2 PNNs, one for each of the estimated HR pixel
corresponding to an LR patch. It will be better to combine
these PNNs for learning efficiency. Secondly, our framework
does not handle non-integer zoom factors, although Table III
suggests that it can give competitive performance to SRCNN
when used on interpolated LR images of the same zoom factor
as the desired HR image. Working directly with an image of
the same size as the desired output can also pave way for other
image enhancements, such as denoising and deblurring.
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